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ABSTRACT 
 This article seeks to explain whether or not trade secret fits into the category of 

intellectual property rights. This query needs an examination for the reason that all the six 

forms of intellectual property rights (other than undisclosed information) identified under the 

Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (hereinafter referred to as TRIPs) are 

justified on the basis that the information/knowledge on which the private right is granted, is 

disclosed to the public. It thus does public good as more and more information is passed on to 

the society. However trade secrets are by definition undisclosed. How does one then justify 

the grant of a private monopoly right without any corresponding benefit to the society? This 

paper attempts to justify trade secret as an intellectual property right. For the purpose this 

Article is divided into III parts. Part I of this Article looks at the intersection of trade secret 

law with other areas of law namely: 

1. Trade secret law and law of contract 

2. Trade secret law and law of torts 

3. Trade secret law and law of crimes 

To understand whether trade secret should be treated as an intellectual property right, that is 

to say whether it fits within the framework of intellectual property rights, part II of this 

Article looks at the various theories for the justification of intellectual property rights. Part III 

finally concludes with whether it is appropriate to treat trade secret as an intellectual property right. 

 

KEYWORDS: Trade Secret, Intellectual Property Rights, Disclosure, Justification, Benefit 
to Society 
 
 Historically trade secret has been protected as a contractual right, particularly between 

employer – employee contract and in technology transfer agreements. As an off shoot of this 

practice, trade secrets came to be recognized as private personal property. As a property, 

trade secret became a right in rem, that is, enforceable against the world at large. As a 

property it is also a Constitutional right protected under Article 300A of the Constitution of 

India which provides that ‘no person shall be deprived of his property save by the authority of 

law’. Being a property it became protectable and enforceable both under the law of crimes 

and under the law of torts. 
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The following four characteristics of trade secret law are identifiable. 

1.Trade Secret Law and Law of Contract 

Most of the trade secret violations occur when an employee breaches a duty of confidentiality 

arising from the relationship with her employer. If a defendant breaches an express contract – 

usually an employment or licensing agreement – in obtaining or using a trade secret, her 

conduct will be deemed improper and unfair. However, courts do not enforce every trade-

secret agreement according to the agreement’s terms. This is particularly true when the court 

finds that the appropriated information does not qualify as a trade secret. When no express 

confidentiality agreement exists, courts will often find an implied duty of confidentiality, that 

is, a contract implied in fact.1 This often occurs when the defendant is an employee or 

licensee of the trade secret owner. In the absence of an express or implied in fact contract, 

courts at times impose a duty of confidentiality in quasi-contract (contract implied in law) 

upon a defendant when the nature of her relationship with the plaintiff warrants it.2 A quasi-

contract is not a true contract, but rather an obligation created by law for reasons of justice. It 

is a well known fact that the basis of quasi contract is to discourage unjust enrichment – an 

equitable doctrine. Failure of a defendant to meet this quasi-contractual obligation can 

constitute “improper means”, for purposes of finding trade-secret misappropriation. 

In India the only statutory provision governing trade secret law is Section 27 of the Indian 

Contract Act, 1872 which reads as under: 

Agreement in restraint of trade void – Every agreement by which one is restrained from 

exercising a lawful profession, trade or business of any kind, is to that extent void. 

Saving of agreement not to carry on business of which goodwill is sold – Exception 1 – One 

who sells the goodwill of a business may agree with the buyer to refrain from carrying on a 

similar business, within specified local limits, so long as the buyer, or any person deriving 

title to the goodwill from him, carries on a like business therein, provided that such limits 

appear to the Court reasonable regard being had to the nature of the business. 

Accordingly every agreement by which a person is restrained from carrying on any trade, 

business or profession is invalid. The language of this provision may be safely extended to 

cover non - disclosure and non - compete clauses in a contract. As a matter of caution it is 

noted that it is not necessary such clauses must have been reduced in writing. For there can be 

a contract without writing by words of mouth, by conduct of the parties, implied in fact or 

implied in law. All such stipulations in a contract if they restrain trade are void under the 

provisions of Section 27 of the Indian Contract Act. 
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A number of times it has been suggested that trade secret law ought to be co-extensive with 

contract law. There however appear to be two problems in doing so. Firstly contract law 

cannot explain certain trade secret cases for example those that determine legal rights 

between strangers. In such cases there is a lack of privity between the owner of the trade 

secret and the misappropriator of the trade secret. Contract law cannot come to the rescue of 

the owner in such situations. Secondly contract theory cannot explain the remedies under 

criminal law. Some jurisdictions, for example impose criminal liabilities for trade secret 

misappropriation. In no area of contract law and perhaps in no jurisdiction a criminal liability 

is stipulated for breach of contractual relations. 

2.Trade Secret Law and Tort of Misappropriation 

Trade secret law differs from other forms of intellectual property. Copyright, patent and 

trademark confer upon the owner a right in rem for these rights vests in a person for the 

simple reason that the subject matter of protection has been disclosed to the public by the 

owner of the subject matter before claiming the right in them. Thus the owner of a copyright, 

patent or trade mark can enforce his right against the world, even if the infringer had no prior 

relation with the right holder. The owner of a copyright, patent or trade mark can also 

prohibit appropriation and use without regard to the manner by which the information is 

obtained. For example copyright law imposes a liability for copying even if the copier is a 

stranger to the copyright owner. Patent law also applies to strangers imposing liability even 

when the defendant comes up with the invention independently. Trade mark law holds 

strangers liable for perfectly innocent adoption of a confusingly similar mark. Trade secret 

law is fundamentally different. Mere possession of a trade secret by a third party, without 

more, will not attract liability for the simple reason that by definition a trade secret is a secret 

and undisclosed unlike other IPs which are already disclosed and are in the public domain. In 

other types of IP, unlike trade secret, the right, inter alia, is a quid pro quo for the disclosure 

of the subject matter. In case of trade secret the story is reverse. A court, after finding that 

particular information is a trade secret, examines the manner of acquisition and use of that 

information by the other party. If the mode of acquisition is deemed as “improper”, a tort 

liability is imposed. If mode of acquisition is honest and independent no liability, whatsoever, 

ensues. 

Many a torts can be committed by a defendant in the course of acquiring a trade secret by 

improper means, including fraud and interference with contractual obligations or even theft. 

Not every improper means, however, are necessarily considered tort for purposes of trade-
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secret violation or at least not every improper means of acquiring a trade secret may squarely 

fit into a predetermined and predefined pigeon hole of civil wrong - torts.3  Rather, the 

improper means of acquiring a trade secret may by and in itself constitute a new tort.4  In 

other words, defendant’s improper means need not squarely fit into the existing legal 

categories of tort law, criminal law, or a violation of any other legal norm. In E.I. du Pont 

deNemours Co. v. Christopher,5 the defendants took aerial photographs of the plaintiff’s 

methanol manufacturing plant, which was visible only from the sky, while the plant was 

being constructed. In doing so, the defendants did not violate any independent legal norm, 

such as trespass, breach of contract, or breach of confidentiality. Nevertheless, the court held 

the defendants liable for trade secret misappropriation because their aerial photography 

constituted an improper means of acquiring the trade secret. The court found that their 

“school boy’s trick” was improper. The court did not offer a particularly clear standard, 

however when it observed: 

We realize that industrial espionage of the sort here perpetrated has become a popular sport in 

some segments of our industrial community. However, our devotion to freewheeling 

industrial competition must not force us into accepting the law of the jungle as the standard of 

morality expected in our commercial relations. Our tolerance of the espionage game must 

cease when the protections required to prevent another’s spying cost so much that the spirit of 

inventiveness is dampened. Commercial privacy must be protected from espionage which 

could not have been reasonably anticipated or prevented. . . . Perhaps ordinary fences and 

roofs must be built to shut out incursive eyes, but we need not require the discoverer of a 

trade secret to guard against the unanticipated, the undetectable, or the unpreventable 

methods of espionage now available. In the instant case DuPont was in the midst of 

constructing a plant. Although after construction the finished plant would have protected 

much of the process from view, during the period of construction the trade secret was 

exposed to view from the air. To require DuPont to put a roof over the unfinished plant to 

guard its secret would impose an enormous expense to prevent nothing more than a school 

boy’s trick.6 

What qualifies as improper means for trade-secret misappropriation, then, is not always clear. 

The US Supreme Court has stated, “The law protects the holder of a trade secret against 

disclosure or use when the knowledge is gained, not by the owner’s volition, but by some 

improper means which may include theft, wiretapping, or even aerial reconnaissance.”7Yet, 

the Supreme Court has never expressly defined “improper means”. In Christopher8 the Court 
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of Appeals declared, ‘Improper’ will always be a word of many nuances, determined by time, 

place and circumstances. We therefore need not proclaim a catalogue of commercial 

improprieties. Clearly, however, one of its commandments does say “thou shall not 

appropriate a trade secret through deviousness under circumstances in which countervailing 

defenses are not reasonably available”.9 Therefore, it may be safely said that the term 

“improper means” is a term belonging to the family of terms which are deliberately left 

unarticulated by law and they unfold themselves according the facts and circumstances of 

each case and change their meaning and content according to the changing mores of the 

society. Such terms cannot be cribbed and cabined in a doctrinaire limit. 

Mark Lemley10 observes as under: 

The question that Christopher poses is why is it bad to acquire information in this way? The 

law does not punish a competitor’s efforts to acquire competitive information through legal 

means. One reading Christopher’s standards might reasonably wonder, for example, why 

reverse engineering a chemical or learning a competitor’s prices, by walking through their 

store during business hours, or attempting to predict a competitor’s business strategy based  

on their market behavior, aren’t simply cheap efforts to acquire knowledge that would be 

expensive to protect. And yet those activities are clearly legal. 

There is a growing tendency amongst courts to treat these acts as ‘unfair competition’ using 

this doctrine to punish unfair competition in the name of protecting fair business practices. 

That in turn leaves a zone of uncertainty around business behavior that is likely to discourage 

robust competition by companies who fear that competition may later be deemed unfair.11 

3.Trade Secret Law and Criminal Law 

Business houses often become the victims of theft of trade secret. This problem is becoming 

more prominent in today’s computer age. In this age information may be taken and 

duplicated without depriving the owner of the possession of his trade secret but at the same 

time the owner of the trade secret becomes deprived of the advantages of trade secret. Since 

taking of one’s trade secret can amount to a theft12 it is also possible to bring trade secret law 

within the ambit of criminal law. Some jurisdictions, in addition to providing civil remedy for 

violation of trade secret also impose criminal sanctions. 

In the US for example the Economic Espionage Act, 1996 prohibits theft of trade secret and 

also provides for fines and imprisonment for theft of trade secret. The criminal sanctions exist 

in addition to remedies available under the UTSA.  Thus if civil remedies are inadequate to 
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deal with the problem of misappropriation of trade secret certain jurisdictions have gone a 

step ahead and have criminalized the same. 

  

 TRIPs recognizes undisclosed information as one of the categories of intellectual 

property. It is to be noted that except for undisclosed information/trade secret all other forms 

of intellectual property require disclosure of the invention/creation or other subject matters 

for purposes of protection. The question therefore that arises is whether protection of trade 

secret is justifiable from the perspective of social good?  For in other forms of property the 

claimant of the right discloses to the public the subject matter to be protected before claiming 

the protection and thereby enriching the public domain of knowledge and information. In 

return the public is required to respect the right of the claimant. But in case of trade secret the 

claimant does not reveal the information which is the reverse of other forms of intellectual 

property rights. This part attempts to justify the need to protect trade secrets as an intellectual 

property right. 

Trade Secret Law and Intellectual Property Law 

Primarily two theories are generally employed to justify intellectual property rights. One is 

the labor theory propounded by John Locke and the other is the utilitarian theory propounded 

by Jeremy Bentham. 

Following seeks to give a brief account of these theories and also seeks to examine whether 

these theories may be extended to justify trade secret as an intellectual property right. 

Theories Justifying Intellectual Property Rights 

We begin our discussion with labor theory. John Locke has constructed an argument to 

justify private ownership in property. Locke uses the concept of labor to justify the 

acquisition of private property thus: 

God gave the earth to men in common for their benefit and the greatest conveniences of life 

they were capable to draw from it. Therefore it cannot be supposed He meant it should 

always remain common and uncultivated. He gave it to the use of industrious and rational; 

not to the fancy of the quarrelsome and contentious. For it is labor indeed that puts the 

difference of value on everything.  

Locke however lays down two conditions on his theory of property. Firstly he states that 

one’s labor can lead to property interest only “where there is enough and as good left in 

common for others”.  Secondly he states that “as much as anyone can make use of to any 
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advantage of life before it spoils, so much he may by his labor fix a property in. Whatever is 

beyond this is more than his share, and belongs to others.” 

 
Thus the Lockean labor theory can be used to justify intellectual property in general and trade 

secrets in particular. If a person from amongst the things/idea that already existed develops a 

new product or process by adding his own ideas, he will have a property interest in that 

product or process or idea as the case may be. According to the Lockean theory every person 

owns his labor and by mixing his labor with something that existed in common he makes it 

his property, to the exclusion of others. If an individual has developed certain information 

which gives him a competitive advantage over other in the business, he having expended his 

labor in developing that information should also be entitled to property rights over that 

information as per Locke’s labor theory. In determining whether particular information 

qualifies as trade secret, U.S Courts have looked at the requirement of ‘the amount of money 

or effort expended to develop the information, the measures used to protect the information.13 

This indicates that the labor factor is an important criterion in treating information a trade 

secret. Thus it can be said that information which is developed by putting in one’s efforts is 

exclusively entitled to be the owner of it. So it may be said that trade secret may be justified 

as an intellectual property right according to the Lockean theory. 

Now we move on to discuss the utilitarian justification for intellectual property.14 According 

to the utilitarian theory, State should adopt policies that would maximize the happiness of the 

members of its community. According to Bentham: 

By utility is meant that property in any object, whereby it tends to produce benefit, 

advantage, pleasure, good or happiness (all this in the present case comes to the same thing), 

or (what comes again to the same thing) to prevent the happening of mischief, pain, evil or 

unhappiness to the party whose interest is considered: if the party be the community in 

general then the happiness of the community: if the particular individual, then the happiness 

of that individual.15 

Edwin C. Hettinger observed as under: 

If competitors could simply copy books, movies and records, and take one another’s 

inventions and business techniques, there would be no incentive to spend vast amounts of 

time, energy and money necessary to develop these products and techniques. It would be in 

each firm’s self interest to let others develop products and then mimic the result. No one 

would engage in original development, and consequently no new writings, inventions or 

business techniques would be developed. To avoid this disastrous result the argument claims, 
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we must continue to grant intellectual property rights. Trade secret law confers an exclusive 

right on the possessor of valuable information not generally known to or readily ascertainable 

by competitors. The exclusivity conferred by intellectual property laws in general and trade 

secret law in particular is acknowledged as serving the utilitarian purpose. 16 

With regard to the limitations of trade secret law it has been observed: 

True, the right of exclusion in trade secret law is not absolute. The trade secret owner cannot 

sue someone who develops the idea independently, or who reverse engineers a product 

available in the open market to learn the secret. A right to exclude does not have to be 

absolute to be effective in rewarding and therefore encouraging innovation. It need merely 

provide sufficient advantage in terms of lead time or relative costs to minimize or eliminate 

the public goods problem.17 

The U.S. Supreme Court has acknowledged that trade secrets give companies incentives to 

innovate. In Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp.,18 the Court refused to hold that patent law 

preempted trade secret law. The Court observed as under: 

[T]he patent policy of encouraging invention is not disturbed by the existence of another form 

of incentive to invention. In this respect the two systems are not and never would be in 

conflict . . . . 

Trade secret law will encourage invention in areas where patent law does not reach, and will 

prompt the independent innovator to proceed with the discovery and exploitation of his 

invention. Competition is fostered and the public is not deprived of the use of valuable, if not 

quite patentable, invention.19   

The U.S. Supreme Court has thus acknowledged that the additional incentive provided by 

trade secret law is important for innovation. Further it is also clear that in certain cases and 

circumstances trade secret law provides a better means of protection than patent law. The 

definition of a trade secret would bring under its ambit a lot more than what would be 

considered patentable subject matter as per patent law. For example customer list may qualify 

as confidential information; however patent law cannot protect that kind of business 

information. Further inventors must apply for patent protection, fulfill the formalities of the 

patent office, have their applications published by the office in order to receive the monopoly 

right. The time taken for the grant of a patent is considerable. This delay renders the patent 

practically unavailable in fast moving industries. On the other hand trade secrets are 

automatically protected upon the creation provided the information qualifies to be a trade 

secret. Finally in the U.S patent litigation is three times more expensive than trade secret 
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litigation.20 Therefore small firms, especially start ups rely heavily on the incentive to invent 

provided by trade secret law.21 

Intellectual property laws serve two fold purposes. One by securing to the inventors/creators 

a monopoly over their invention/creation they serve to encourage innovation. But that is not 

the only purpose of intellectual property laws. The other important purpose of granting the 

monopoly is to ensure that the public receive the benefit of that invention/creation. Patent law 

addresses this goal in a number of ways. One of the conditions for the grant of patent is that 

the inventor has to describe his invention in complete detail to the patent office so that a 

person having ordinary skill in the art can make and use the invention. Also the patent 

application is published by the patent office and made available to the public. As a result, the 

public is free to read the patent and use the invention once the patent expires twenty years 

after it is filed, and even before that time others can learn from the patent disclosure and use 

that information to improve on the invention or to design around it. Further patent law 

discourages secrecy in other ways too. Since India follows the first to file system of patent 

application, a person who comes up with an invention will want to immediately file for a 

patent in order to prevent from being displaced by someone else who though came up with 

the same invention later but was the first to reach the patent office. 

At first instance, trade secret law seems to move in the opposite direction. After all, 

protection under trade secret laws is conditioned on secrecy, and so it seems to encourage 

secrecy.  However, trade secret law actually encourages broader disclosure and use of 

information, not secrecy. It does so in two ways. First, the legal protection trade secret law 

provides serves as a substitute for investments in physical secrecy that companies might 

otherwise make.22 The facts of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. Christopher 23once again 

provide an example. There, the plaintiff was constructing a chemical plant, and during 

construction it was apparently possible to see the layout of the plant from the air and so to 

decipher the secret process du Pont was using. The court observed that “du Pont could have 

built a temporary roof over the plant during construction, but putting a cover on the large 

plant during construction might or might not itself be an “enormous expense”.24 In this regard 

Lemley notes “The better point is that protecting oneself against all the possible ways prying 

eyes could discern the secret would collectively require enormous expense. It didn’t need to 

build that roof because the law protected its interest in avoiding (aerial) prying eyes. Had the 

law not done so, however, it is reasonable to suppose that du Pont might have built the roof 

rather than risk loss of its trade secrets. That investment in secrecy would have been 
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inefficient; it is cheaper for the law to provide that protection.”25 

Lemley further reports as under: 

In countries that do not have strong legal protection for trade secrets, businesses in those 

countries decisions that inefficiently limit the disclosure of information because they fear that 

they cannot rely on the courts to prevent the use of information they do disclose”.26 

For example, they may be less willing to contract production out to third parties if it means 

giving out information about secret processes, even where the third party could use the 

process more efficiently. They may take elaborate security measures, building walls and 

fences and hiring armed guards. And they may hire employees whom they expect to be 

loyal—such as family members—rather than strangers who would do a better job.27 

Thus there are enough reasons to believe that, without legal protection, companies in certain 

industries would be compelled to invest too much in protecting trade secrets. These 

investments may be inefficient, in several senses. Finally, and most importantly, restrictions 

on the flow of information between business partners or to new employees may slow down 

the process of commercialization and improvement of the secret inventions and therefore 

interfere with both the invention and disclosure functions of IP law.28 Trade secret law 

encourages disclosure of information that companies might otherwise be reluctant to share for 

fear of losing the competitive advantage it provides. 

There is no doubt that trade secret law involves an element of secrecy. If it were possible to 

be in a situation where companies freely disclosed their inventions, that world might be 

preferable. But as the evidence suggests that is unlikely to be possible. Rather, a world 

without trade secret protection is likely to have more, not less, secrecy.29 

As mentioned earlier trade secret law serves to encourage disclosure of information and not 

secrecy. Having explained the first reason that trade secret law acts as a substitute for 

physical investment to protect secrecy that inventors would have to make in the absence of 

trade secret protection, we will now explain the second way in which trade secret serves to 

encourage disclosure. 

Trade secret law serves as a partial solution to the Arrow’s Information Paradox.30 The 

paradox is this: 

In the absence of any legal protection, the developer of a potentially valuable but secret idea 

will have a difficult time selling that idea to someone who could make more efficient use of 

it. In order to sell the idea he will have to disclose it to allow the buyer to evaluate it, but 

disclosing it destroys the value inherent in its secrecy. To give an example I develop and idea 
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and tell you that I have come up with a brilliant idea and am willing to sell it to you for $1 

million. Should you take it up? To know whether the idea is worth paying for you would 

want to know what the idea is. But if I were to tell you the idea there is no need for you to 

pay me the money. Now let us add trade secret protection to this scenario. The existence of a 

legal right to prevent others from using or disclosing my idea in breach of a confidential 

relationship allows me to disclose the idea in pre contractual negotiations, secure in the 

knowledge that the other side is not free to take the idea without compensating me.31 

According to Lemley, therefore, trade secret law encourages disclosure by providing 

protection to it. This argument of Lemley may help build the utilitarian justification for 

protection of trade secret. But it does not necessarily follow from his argument that trade 

secret must be protected as an intellectual property for the advantages which the holder of the 

trade secret may reap because of intellectual property may be had by invoking the contractual 

model. Though it may be argued that contractual rights are but an incidence of property right 

only, nevertheless, one may have contractual arrangements without having a property right, 

for example, one may enter into an agreement to sell goods without having a property right in 

the goods. Thus the law by enforcing the legal rights of the owner of a trade secret allows 

him to disclose information he would otherwise be reluctant to disclose. Such disclosure 

permits free negotiations which can eventually lead to commercialization of an inventive idea 

which in turn will serve both the inventive as well as the disclosure function of intellectual 

property laws. 

  

 On the basis of the above discussion it may be safely asserted that trade secret is an IP 

right. It serves the same purposes as patent and copyright laws do —they encourage 

innovation and the disclosure and dissemination of that innovation. Trade secret law reduces 

investments in secrecy and encourages the dissemination of the secret to more people who 

can make productive use of it. Indeed, trade secret rights may serve the purposes of IP law 

better than more traditional IP rights, at least for certain classes of inventions. The disclosure 

requirement of the patent system doesn’t work very well in a number of industries and in 

such circumstances trade secret law may come to the rescue of the owners trying to protect 

their information. 
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